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✔  Boundary CFT (BCFT) = CFT with open boundary

✔  BCFT is important in various regions of physics, such as...・D-brane, AdS/BCFT・impurity problem (Kondo effect)・surface critical phenomena

✔  In this talk, we discuss numerical ways of studying BCFT
2
 

emergent on lattice models

Boundary CFT (BCFT)

[Cardy (1984)]
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✔  Review: Tensor renormalization group (TRG) methods
- TN representation and TRG
- Tensor Network Renormalization (TNR)
- Study CFT emergent on lattice models numerically

✔  Extension to open-boundary systems
- Extension to open-boundary systems
- Numerical results of Ising model

✔  Application to surface critical phenomena
- Surface critical phenomena of the tricritical Ising model
- Numerical results
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✔ 2D tensor network representation:
 Ex1.) Euclidean path integral of 1+1d quantum model
        Partition function of 2d classical model

 Ex.2) PEPS wave function

Tensor network representation 3/14

Can we extract many-body information from local tensor?

Local information is
implemented:

interaction b/w spins,
                      etc...



✔ Tensor renormalization group (TRG)
- Kadanoff’s real-space RG on tensor network

✔  (FP)

- In trivial phase, the FP tensor is trivial
- At criticality, the FP tensor carries information of CFT

Tensor renormalization group

[Levin, Nave (2007)]

[Gu and Wen (2009)]
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✔ Tensor network renormalization (TNR)

Tensor network renormalization

[Evenbly and Vidal (2015)]

disentangler in MERA [Vidal (2007)]
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✔ Tensor network renormalization (TNR)

Tensor network renormalization

[Evenbly and Vidal (2015)]

TNR generates MERA!
 → efficiently simulate critical systems

[Evenbly and Vidal (2016)]
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✔ Extract CFT spectrum from FP tensor

Fixed point tensor and CFT

[Hauru et al. (2016)]

Able to compute
accurate spectrum!

Ex.) 2d critical Ising model
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Phase transition of toric code

✔  TNR can also renormalize PEPS wave function:
   Ex.) Z2 toric code <-> trivial phase in 2d
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✔ Generalize TNR for open-boundary systems:

TNR for open-boundary system

[SI et al. (2020)]
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✔ The partition function on a finite cylinder at criticality:

BCFT spectrum from TNR 

* In BCFT, there is only a single copy of the Virasoro algebra
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✔  In BCFT, the operator content depends on the b.c.

ex.) Though the primary fields for Ising CFT are {1, , },ε σ

Application to 2d Ising BCFT

Spectrum are consistent
with BCFT conjecture!

[SI, S. Morita, N. Kawashima, (2020)]
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✔ 2d classical dilute Ising (Blume-Capel) model

- this model possesses a tricritical point with c=7/10

Tricritical Ising model

[Blume (1966); Capel (1966)]

Fine-tuning parameters
leads to another universality class
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✔  No phase transition in 1d classical systems (Peierls’ argument)

✔  Then, how about 1d “edges” attached to 2d bulk?

✔  If the bulk is fine-tuned at tricritical Ising point,

 the 1d edge exhibit a phase transition

Phase transition on 1d edges

semi-infinite plane[Affleck (2000)]
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Tri-critical Ising model

✔ Surface transition in tri-critical Ising model:

[SI et al. (2020)]

Spectrum are
consistent with

BCFT conjectures

[Affleck (2000)]
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TNR can be helpful to study surface critical phenomena through BCFT!



✔  TNR is the numerical algorithm inspired by MERA, by which one 
can efficiently extract 2d CFT data from

- 2d classical lattice models
- 1+1d quantum lattice models
- PEPS wave function of 2d quantum lattice models

✔  We extend TNR for open-boundary system, by which we can 
compute accurate BCFT spectrum from lattices

✔  Interesting future issues:
- other BCFT data (boundary/bulk-boundary OPE coefficients)?
- higher dimensions?

Take-home messages
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